
How to tell if a youngster is in danger
of gaming addiction:

In school
L Academic performance declines
L Plays truant, skips co-curricular
activities
L Has more virtual pals than real-life
friends

At home
L Gets angry and aggressive when
asked to stop playing or if barred from
playing

L Feels uncomfortable, restless or
anxious when not playing
L Fails in attempts to stop or cut down
gaming
L Lies when asked how much time he
spends gaming
L Steals or borrows money to
maintain the habit
L Needs to spend more time or money
to feel the same level of excitement
L Heads out to LAN gaming shops
when curbed from playing at home

Personal life
L Neglects sleep, personal hygiene,
grooming and meals

L Constantly thinks and talks about
gaming
L Isolates himself from others

What parents can do
L Cultivate good video gaming habits
from young – do not allow video
games to be the main source of
entertainment for your child
L Move the desktop computer to a
common area

L Encourage your child to develop
other interests, for example sports or
music
L Limit your child’s computer time

from young to teach self-control and
responsibility

L Keep abreast by attending cyber
wellness workshops that help you to
understand your child and deal with
potential problems early

Where to get help

L Call Touch Cyber Wellness’
counselling hotline on
1800-377-2252, e-mail
cyberwellness@touch.org.sg or visit
www.planetcrush.org

L Call National Addictions
Management Service helpline on

6732-6837 or visit its website at
www.nams.sg
L RoundBox, the Singapore Children’s
Society drop-in centre at Toa Payoh
Lorong 1, which organises activities
and events to keep children engaged
in wholesome activity with
supervision
L The Education Ministry has an
online portal with resources on cyber
wellness at www.ict.edumall.sg/
cyberwellness/index.html
L A social worker from Covenant
Family Service Centre, Mr Sim Ngee
Mong, has a website with resources at
www.internetaddiction.0fees.net/
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A
t the height of his obses-
sion with online games,
teenager Max Chee
threatened his father
with a knife for trying to

take his computer away.
“I told him to stop bothering me

or we would not have a father-
and-son relationship any more,”
recalls the 20-year-old final-year
polytechnic student.

Like many others with a gaming
problem, the only child started
playing for recreation and to be
with friends.

He was a bright boy in the Ex-
press Stream in Secondary 2 when
he and his friends started going to a
local-area network (LAN) shop after
school to play what are known as
“massive multi-player online
games” – starting with Defence of
the Ancients before moving on to
the popular MapleStory.

Soon he was hooked. He craved
going online to improve his stand-
ing in the game. He started lying to
his parents, claiming to be in
school when he was actually at
LAN shops gaming.

To pay for his habit, he stole
from his housewife mother, taking
$10 notes from her wallet without
her knowing.

By Secondary 3, he would wait
for his parents to be asleep before
getting up to play.

When his schoolwork suffered
and he did badly in his exams, he
tried to quit. But that did not last.
Besides, his friends were still
gaming.

“My friends discussed Maple-
Story in school every day,” he said.

The knife incident happened
when he was 15 and in Secondary
3. It is a memory his mother and
general manager father would
rather forget.

The turning point came when
he was in Secondary 4 and did so
badly at the O-level preliminary ex-
aminations that he did not qualify
for a place in junior college.

He shaped up for the O levels,
but was still one of the worst per-
formers in his class with 17 points.

His mother, Madam Ong Siew
Lek, 47, encouraged him to take up
a diploma in infocomm security
management “so that he would
learn how to protect himself in the
cyber world”.

She recalls: “I had many sleep-
less nights, knowing he had been
playing games while we were sleep-
ing. I tried all ways to get him away
from the computer by sending him
to the Outward Bound School dur-
ing the school holidays and encour-

aging him to go out with his
friends for movies.”

For Mr Chee, the poor results
proved to be the wake-up call.

He decided to quit gaming. He
did not go cold turkey, but cut
down the time he spent gaming
until he did not feel the urge to
play any more.

Today, he regrets how he treated
his parents.

“My parents showed me care
and concern, but to me they were
just these irritating people trying to
stop me from gaming,” he said.

He now gives talks on cyber well-
ness to schools “to prevent people
from following in my footsteps”.

Parents and
pathological gamers

An estimated 9 per cent of gamers
are pathological gamers or those
who have difficulty controlling

their gaming.
Help groups such as Touch Cy-

ber Wellness have seen an increase
in excessive gamers seeking help.
Between 2009 and last year, it saw
230 cases, 44 per cent more than in
the preceding three years.

Anecdotal accounts from social
workers, counsellors and doctors
suggest that many are not getting
the help they need.

Mr Sim Ngee Mong, 51, a senior
social worker with Covenant Fami-
ly Service Centre in Hougang, said
the cases he sees are not usually pre-
sented as gaming addiction prob-
lems, because the parents are either
unaware or unwilling to see the
problem.

“The parents will usually come
about a problem with their child’s
studies or behaviour. It’s only after
you dig deeper that you realise it is
because the child is playing games
online all the time and neglecting

his work,” he said.
Even if it is clear that a child is

spending too much time gaming,
the parents do not always accept
the fact.

“Some parents may think it re-
flects a failing on their part, that
they did not do a good job parent-
ing,” said Mr Sim.

That is one reason why many
parents delay seeking help until it
is too late. Others simply do not
know the danger signs of excessive
gaming (see box at bottom of
page).

“Many who need help are not
getting it,” said Mr Sim.

Experts say that learning to spot
the danger signs early would go a
long way towards nipping the prob-
lem in the bud.

Psychologist Daniel Koh recom-
mends that parents seek help even
if the child is reluctant.

Treating excessive gaming at an

early stage is all the more impor-
tant as gamers are getting younger.

The irony is that many children
are exposed to gaming devices by
none other than their parents, who
shove tablet computers and smart-
phones at them while shopping or
in restaurants.

“Parents give their children such
devices to keep them occupied or
to keep them quiet, hence reinforc-
ing gaming,” said Mr Koh.

Is it any wonder then, that chil-
dren get drawn deeper, and some
get hooked?

The road ahead

Despite the problems that have
emerged, experts agree that gaming
is not all evil, and is a form of enter-
tainment and social interaction
that is here to stay.

In fact, a qualitative study of 90
upper primary and secondary

school students from 2008 to 2009
by researchers from the Nanyang
Technological University found
that the traditionally held view of
social problems faced by gamers,
such as having problems with rela-
tionships, may not be as dire as
thought.

The children in the study had
high scores for addiction and
aggression but also did well for
“pro-social behaviour” – the willing-
ness to help others.

Dr Vivian Chen, 39, who special-
ises in studying gamers’ social rela-
tionships and led the in-depth qual-
itative study, is a gamer herself. She
feels it is too simplistic to presume
that all gamers are socially isolated.

“From our interviews with the
students, they see gaming as social-
ising. They are playing with friends
and are perfectly happy doing so,”
she said.

Dr Chen also found that it was
not true that young people who
spend a lot of time gaming have
more conflicts at home.

In fact, she said, if parents set
clear limits on gaming time al-
lowed – for example, an hour each
day after homework is completed –
children tend to abide by the rule
and there is less conflict.

She believes it is helpful for
parents to avoid giving in to stereo-
types that gaming is bad, and un-
derstand that to youngsters who
play, gaming is a way to make
friends and reinforce social bonds.

The 90 children in the qualita-
tive study were part of Singapore’s
first comprehensive study of video
game addiction which covered
3,000 students aged nine to 14 over
a three-year period.

The study, helmed by Associate
Professor Angeline Khoo of the Na-
tional Institute of Education, was
published in the Annals of the
Academy of Medicine Singapore.

It found that 8.7 per cent of stu-
dents who played games were con-
sidered pathological gamers as they
had difficulty controlling their gam-
ing, and that addicts spend about
37.5 hours a week gaming – twice
the 18.8 hours spent by ordinary
youngsters.

Researchers found that helping
children to develop self-regulation
– self-awareness, time management
and self-control – would help pre-
vent excessive gaming.

Youngsters with self-esteem is-
sues, such as those who are unhap-
py at home or have poor relation-
ships with their parents, tend to
use gaming as a way to cope.

The researchers are planning
follow-up studies, focusing this
time on what parents can do to
reduce excessive gaming.

From her vantage point of
dealing with children who have
gaming problems, the director of
Touch Youth, Mrs Anita Low-Lim,
believes parents have to be aware
and must get involved.

“Parents must be willing to
move out of their comfort zones by
keeping in touch with what their
children are doing online so that
they understand their child’s
gaming motivations,” she said.
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A 12-year-old boy who
started playing online
games for recreation ended
up using gaming as a
means to escape from his
schoolwork and problems.

The more he played, the
more he wanted to play.

He would stay up the
whole night gaming, then
skip school the next day.

He would lock himself
in his room, emerging for
meals only when hungry or
when the rest of the family
was not at home.

He stopped spending

time with his family and
got aggressive when they
tried to talk to him.

It was his way of
pushing others away so
they would not bother him.

When his parents tried
to remove his computer or
keyboard, he would either
go out to game or buy a
new keyboard.

He was eventually
expelled by his primary
school for skipping too
many days of class.

It was only when he
collapsed at home during a

weeks-long marathon
gaming session – with little
rest in between – that he
realised things had gone
too far.

He then agreed when his
parents suggested seeing a
psychologist.

He started therapy
sessions two years ago and
was introduced to other
activities.

He is now 14 and in
secondary school.

He still plays online
games but is able to control
the amount of time spent
playing.

No day passes when Claude
Lee, 17, does not touch the
computer. He plays
computer games for at least
six hours a day.

He started four years
ago, in Secondary 2, when
classmates introduced him
to Counter-Strike, a shooter
video game.

He would spend at least
three hours after school
playing the game at home
alone, while his mother, a
butcher, was working.

His parents are divorced
and he has not seen his
father since he was seven.

His elder sister, an art
student, lives with their
grandparents, while his
elder brother, who is
awaiting national service
enlistment, lives with
friends.

When Claude started
playing truant in Secondary
3, his mother sought a
Beyond Parental Control
court order. He was sent to
the Singapore Boys’ Home
for five weeks.

He did not do well at
the N levels and will be
taking the O levels as a
private candidate this year.
He does not have lessons

and so has more time for
gaming.

“Sometimes I play eight
hours or more, but I play at
least six hours every day. I
haven’t set a limit for
myself yet,” he said.

His record is 24 hours at
one go, stopping only to
grab a bite or go to the
toilet.

His mother has stopped
nagging him to control his
habit and he says he plans
to cut down nearer the O
levels.

“Soon I’ll start playing
less and start studying,” he
said. “Soon.”
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Final-year polytechnic student Max Chee, 20, started playing “massive multi-player online games” with his friends in secondary school and became addicted. He
decided to stop after he did badly in the O-level prelim exams. He now gives cyber wellness talks to schools “to prevent people from following in my footsteps”.

Ex-gaming addict is among many who began playing for recreation – but got hooked

He collapsed after marathon session

He threatened dad with
knife over gaming
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‘I play at least six hours every day’
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